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Rice
1. Cook the red peas in water
from 30 minutes to an hour
2. After the red peas have been
cooked stir in a can of coconut
milk
3. Add one scotch bonnet
pepper (optional)
4. Sprinkle in a teaspoon of salt
5. Prepare 2 cups of white rice
in a separate large bowl
6. Rinse the rice well until the
water runs clear , drain almost
all water from rice
7. Add in the rice to the peas
mixture and cook on medium
heat for 30 minutes

Black History Assembly:
It’s a Movement Not a Trend
By Mona Urata

This

year in light of the

pandemic BHED+ presented
their annual assembly virtually
through teachers connecting to
Zoom to watch the video
presentation. The assembly,
though different from previous
years, was just as meaningful
and wonderfully done.
It
began
with
the
land
acknowledgement as well as the
ancestral
acknowledgement
read by Rukiya Mohamed.
Angela Darko, one of the hosts
of this year's assembly says,
“This year we want to
emphasize the importance of
our people and culture.”
As the heavily discussed topic
was performative activism she
later followed up with,

“The black lives matter
movement was not just a
trend for everyone to post a
black picture on June second,
it is a movement to protest
against the unfair treatment
that black people endure
with authority ﬁgures”.
Praise Erianmie chimes in that
“For me, it wasn't only meant
to
educate
non-coloured
students in the school but to

Ingredients - Curry Chicken

Collage by Alessia Sciardi
also remind other black students
that we are so much more than
what society deems us to be. For
everyone, I hope that they learned
that black history, black excellence
and black people go beyond a
simple post because a single action
is not enough. You need to have a
constant desire to change, educate
and ﬁnd a new perspective. It's just
like learning math in school. We
didn't learn it all in one day, we've
been learning it ever since the ﬁrst
grade because there are so many
layers. And the same goes for black
history.”
This assembly kicked off with a
collaborative video put together by
Khulda
Abdi
and
Khadija
Mohamed,
explaining
what
performative activism is and what
it has to do with the BLM
movement.
Many
students
attending Richview took part with
many saying “All lives can’t matter
until black lives matter”
Ethan McCalla then follows by
presenting his spoken word titled
Dangerous accompanied by images
taken during the 2020 Black Lives
Matter protests. Then plays a video
of Mayumi King beautifully singing
a cover of the I am by Crowder.
Afterwards, a video put together by
Jennessa Tachie plays featuring the
beautiful diverse black girls at
Richview, accompanied by peng

black girls by ENNY ft Amia Brave.
Some of the girls are seen proudly
wearing traditional clothing from
their countries while others have
chosen other ways to express
themselves like Gabriella Portillo
who beautifully sung alongside the
song on her guitar. Jennessa later
said that “My goal was to showcase
the beauty of some of the black
girls at our school! Being in
quarantine, I wasn’t able to take
videos at school. But all of the girls
really pulled through and sent me
videos and pictures for me to put
together. So with their help, I was
able to create what I did!”
Following that was a video tutorial
by Ciellie Benjamin and her
grandmother that shows us a
recipe for curry chicken and rice
with sweet potato. Here we have
attached the recipe below for
anyone interested in making the
dish at home.

Ingredients - Rice
-

A cup of red peas
1 can of coconut milk
(400mL)
Scotch
bonnet
peppers
(optional)
2 cups of white rice
3 cups of water

First things ﬁrst start by thawing
the chicken

-

-

1 whole chicken
7
tablespoons
of
all-purpose
Caribbean
seasoning
1 tablespoon of dried
rosemary
1 tablespoon of garlic
powder
5 tables curry powder

Curry Chicken
1. Dice one onion and ½ of
garlic clove
2. Pour a tablespoon of hot oil
into a warm pan and wait for
the oil to sizzle
3. Add in the diced onion and
garlic and let oil sizzle for two
to three minutes
4. While the onion and garlic
are browning
5. Add the thawed chicken to a
separate bowl
6. Add in 7 tablespoons of
all-purpose
Caribbean
seasoning
along
with
1
tablespoon of rosemary and 1
table of garlic powder
7. Add curry powder into the
frying onion and garlic
8. Add the seasoned chicken to
the curry and onion mixture
and stir for a while
9. Begin cutting your onions
and bell peppers into bite-size
pieces
10. Once the chicken has cooked
for about 15 minutes, add in
your bite-size bell peppers and
potatoes
11. Let the chicken and curry
mixture cook on medium-low

heat for half an hour, once half
an hour has passed turn off the
heat to low or all the way

Ingredients - Sweet Potato
-

1 large sweet potatoes 2
tablespoons of cinnamon
4 cups of water
Double boiler set

Sweet Potato
1. Wash and skin 1 large sweet
potato
2. In a bowl sprinkle dash
cinnamon onto the potatoes
3. Wait for water to boil in a double
boiler, once the water has boiled
add in potatoes and steam for 20
minutes
Following
Cielle
Benjamin’s
delicious recipe, Angela Darko and
Praise Erianmie provided students
with recommendations of youtube
videos
that
recognize
and
encourage step. In past years, we
would have the opportunity to
watch amazing step performances
put together by the students.
Angela says, “We still love to
embrace our culture through dance
and step and we are hoping to
come back next year to show that
off.” So make sure to check out
their recommendations...

Awakenings - A Revolution of
Love
“A digital short ﬁlm that follows a
young black woman that grapples
with the histories of her ancestors,
the present-day violence ravaging
her community, and begins to
imagine what her future looks like
through dance. Conceived by an
internationally recognized black
creative team and featuring the
words of Assata Shakur, this piece
spotlights 15 women of varying
shades as they come together to
reform revolution in the name of
love. Filmed at Toronto’s Fort York
National
Historic
Sight
in
partnership
with
Soulpepper
Theatre.” - Angela Darko

Step - Fox Searchlight
“Step is a documentary that
chronicles the childhood triumph
of senior girls on the high school
step team in Baltimore, as they

prepare to be the ﬁrst in their
families to go to college. Truly
inspiring, this documentary shows
how step is more than just a hobby
and how it is an outlet for these
girls and also able to keep them
united and ﬁght for their goals.” Praise Erianmie
Like the trailer, we were then able
to see a tidbit of last year’s
incredible step performance which
criticized the overrepresentation of
black individuals in Canada’s
prison system. This piece was
choreographed by former student
Brandi Richardson.
Last but deﬁnitely not least, this
year’s Black History assembly was
concluded by a powerful song
performance of Blue Lights done by
Celia Suarez. Through her strong
vocals and incredible video, this is
a performance that will surely be
remembered.
Despite the pandemic, this year’s
performance was just as incredible,
entertaining
and
educational.
When later speaking to one of the
hosts and key contributors of this
year’s assembly about showcasing
black excellence, Angela Darko told
us, “Black History Month has also
been a fundamental part of
celebrating Black Excellence with
Black students at Richview.” The
BHED club always works so hard
towards their assembly, and COVID
has deﬁnitely affected that this
year. Although we weren’t able to
start preparing and planning early,
the club still wanted to be able to
show the school just how excellent
it is to be Black. The assembly was
put together in about 2 months,
after long days and late nights. It
was deﬁnitely not the easiest to put
together, as a lot of our assemblies
are, but we came together as a
group to get everything done!”
Even though black history month
has passed, we must remember
that black lives matter, that black
girl magic and black boy joy are
real, black excellence should be
recognized and celebrated every
day of the year.
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Richview’s Mental Health Assembly
Photos by Rukiya Mohamed

By Abigail Marshall

May

is

the

established

National Mental Health Month,
and this year the Mental Health
club at Richview, run by Ms.
Dougherty,
arranged
an
assembly in honour of it. The
assembly took place at 11:15 on
Thursday, May 6th. The goal of
the assembly was to bring
attention to mental health and
provide healthy ways to cope
for those struggling with
mental illness.

difficult subject that is mental
health. Guest speakers Michael
Aretusi and Lolita Richards spoke
on their personal histories with
mental illness and ways they
coped. They spoke about where
their struggles began, who helped
them, and strategies they used to
help themselves get through it.

Though the assembly was
streamed through Zoom, there
was lots of participation from
the audience. Questions were
asked, polls were taken, and
more
than
one
person
participated. Given that it was a
school assembly, I assumed no
one wanted to be there at all, let
alone actively participate, but I
was proven wrong when a poll
was linked and there was real
participation.

The stories that were told were
emotional and thought-provoking.
Michael talked about his struggle
with depression and how hard it is
to want to actually help yourself
get better when struggling with a
mental illness. Lolita spoke about
unhealthy coping mechanisms,
which lead to trouble with anger
management and anxiety. I think
these stories were hard to listen to,
but good to hear. It’s important for
people going through the same
kind of struggles to know they
aren’t alone, and for people who
have never struggled with this kind
of thing, to realize that there are
people who have.

The assembly was kicked off by
a video of the members of the
Mental Health club speaking
about the club itself. What they
do, past events, and why you
should join. This year, the
Mental Health club invited
Youth Speaks to join our
assembly and speak on the

In between these stories being told,
the speakers talked about healthy
coping mechanisms to use both in
the midst of a crisis and to improve
your mental health in general.
These tips included implementing
structure and routine into your life
when you
feel out of control, using

grounding
strategies
when
experiencing anxiety, and saying
positive affirmations to yourself
every morning.
At the end of their presentation,
the ﬂoor was opened up for
questions from the audience. Lots
of people asked hard hitting
questions, like what to do when
you lose motivation for school even
though you always get good
grades, and how to help someone
who’s thinking about self-harm.
Most of the questions were given
great
answers,
but
the
overwhelming response to all of
the questions was to simply reach
out for help. Whether it be
professional or just texting Kids
Help Phone, getting help can never
hurt.
The assembly was concluded with
resources given by the speakers,
and a member of the Mental Health
club saying their thanks to Youth
Speaks and the attendees. The
assembly was well put together,
well organized, and ran very
smoothly. Remember that the
Mental Health club will be holding
more events throughout the
month, like Kahoots and Instagram
challenges to bring awareness to
mental health and resources are
always available to students should
you need them.

This comic has two quotes that inspire me. "You are not alone" and
"It's ok to not be ok, just don't give up" are simple, but meaningful
quotes that I hope will help make others feel better. The animals
and nature that are shown in the comics represent the beauty of life
and being alive. Taking care of your mental health is a crucial part
of your day-to-day life, and I wanted to share a few quotes that
helped me. Mental health is an important discussion topic, and I
hope my comic demonstrates that.
-Meilin Cha
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advantage of the situation
we’re in; you can spend the
next couple of months worrying

about who you’re gonna lose as
friends when you should really be
enjoying the time

left because I can almost guarantee
that it’s not gonna be the last time.
I hoped this helped you,
Angel

Ask Angel - Friendship Farewells
Ask Angel Icons by Sh’rye Johnson | Right, Illustration by Claire Kim
"I keep thinking about how my friends and I might drift apart when we go off to
university. It kind of scares me. What do I do? - Goose"

Ask Angel - First Year Fears

By Kasie Tran

Ask Angel Icons by Sh’rye Johnson | Right, Illustration by Claire Kim

Dear Goose,
Change is a funny thing.
Despite
being
something
non-stop,
there
are
two
constants about it; it’s scary
and hard, but most of all, it’s
always happening. Going off to
university is a big change; there
is no doubt about it, and you are
entitled to be afraid of losing
some friends during that
transition.
There are multiple things that
you can do in this situation, you
can ﬁgure out who your real
friends are, make plans with
your friends to meet up in a
year or so at a speciﬁc spot and
time, somewhere you guys have
had your best days. You
shouldn’t worry so much about
it, because of COVID-19 you are
tested to see who your real
friends
are
regardless.
Ultimately, enjoy it; there are
plenty more memories you can
still make with them.
Friends can be really easy to
make. All you really need to do
is smile, be kind, and spend
time with them. Most times it’s
very easy to become fast
friends. Finding out if they are

your fake friends is the challenge.
Another word for all of that is
family, there is the family that you
are born into and the family that
you chose. If you chose to include
your friends in your family, then
that is up to you. Those people that
you consider family will never truly
be gone from your life.
A fun way to make sure you and
your friends get to see each other
again is by making plans to meet
up at a certain time and place. For
example, if your best memories
with each other are at school, make
a plan to get together at school.
You can do the activities, catch up
and just have fun like you used to.
Activities and adventure are a great
way to stay connected especially if
you all love it. If not I’m sure you
will ﬁnd activities that will either
help make new memories together
or let you reminisce about that
past. You can even make it a yearly
thing and remind yourself that
even though things have changed
since you were in high school, you
all still have each other.
As I said before, COVID-19 has
presented itself as a sort of test.
Friends have gotten more distant

with each other, while others
might have gotten closer. If you
were able to handle not seeing your
friends for a couple of months
while still needing to study, then
what’s the difference if it’s
university? I think the only
difference would be where you
lived, and if you are truly friends
then a little distance won't stop
you, even if it’s a couple of hours or
a plane ride away.
Honestly, the most important
thing you could do is stop worrying
and have fun. Enjoy the time you
guys have left. University is still a
couple of months away, but if you
don’t stop worrying and enjoy you
have the time left, you’ll regret it,
especially if you end up drifting
apart from them. Memories with
friends, especially the friends that
you love, are the best reminders of
our past. We’re all growing up so
fast it can even hurt to have a few
reminders.
No matter where you go, or how
much you grow up, it is up to you to
maintain the friends you want to
keep in your life. You can ﬁnd fun
and
creative
ways
to
stay
connected with each other. Take

“I might be living on campus when I go to university. I’m nervous to be on my own.
How will I manage everything in a new setting alone? - Anonymous”
By Meg Johnstone

Dear Anonymous,
Let me start off by saying that
you are going to manage
everything just ﬁne. Living on
campus and going off alone can
be scary! But, it also can be a
lot
of
fun
(and
totally
manageable if you’re willing to
put in the work!). If you’re
worried
about
having
to
manage things on your own,
I’ve got a few simple tips that
should help.
First and foremost - if you
know anyone that’s gone away,
try talking to them about it.
They’ll likely be able to give you
some advice and insight. In
fact, talk to as many adults that
have gone away to university,
as possible. They’ll all have had
different experiences and it’s
better to hear more than one or
two opinions.
Number two - this may not be

everyone’s cup of tea, but many
universities are now creating
Instagram accounts to bring future
students together. Oftentimes,
loneliness only adds to student
stress. Due to this, some may ﬁnd
it helpful to get to know people
before they get there.
Number three, an obvious one plan ahead. Don’t avoid your
responsibilities for next year
because they give you anxiety, this
will only make things worse. Make
lists of items you need to buy for
next year, sign up for residency if
you haven’t yet and that’s an
option for you already, discuss
travelling measures with your
parents, etc. The truth is, there’s a
lot to prepare for, but if you don’t
procrastinate it all, you should be
ﬁne. Many students are concerned
about the workload difference from
high school to university, and this
is something that can be

prepared for as well. Creating a
strong work ethic now, by
essentially just managing your
time well, can help make next
year’s workload not feel so
overwhelming.
I
suggest
purchasing a calendar, writing
your assignment and test dates
down may help in keeping you on
top of them.
And ﬁnally, keep in touch with
your family. If you have a good
connection with your family, they
may be able to provide you with
some support, and in that case,
come back to see them as often as
you’re able to. I’m sure you’re
gonna do great next year, you got
this!
Signed,
Angel
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Ask Angel - Homework Help
Ask Angel Icons by Sh’rye Johnson | Right, Illustration by Claire Kim
“My friends only talk to me if they want help with school work...I feel like they wouldn’t
be friends with me if I didn’t help them. What should I do? - local nerd”
By Shreya Rakhra

Dear Local Nerd,
Hey there, thank you for
reaching out. First off, I’m
really sorry that’s happening to
you. This situation shouldn’t be
too difficult to deal with, but I
hope this article helps. I would
probably just be straight-up
and ask them about it. There’s
no point in keeping this to
yourself if it’s bothering you.
You should tell them how
you’re feeling, and then,
honestly, I think getting some
new friends is a good idea too.
I think it’s best that you do
what makes you comfortable in
this situation because you are
the one who has the short end
of the stick. You don’t even
have to talk to them right away.
If you’d like, you could take a
few days for yourself and think
about what you’re going to say
so that you’re not at a loss for
words when the time comes. I
would recommend talking to
them sooner rather than later,
though, that way you won’t

have this worrying you anymore.
You can text or call them and let
them know that there’s something
that’s been bothering you for a
while. Then if you would prefer,
you could arrange a time to talk to
them. Obviously, you don’t have to
do this in person, but you can if you
would like. Once you see them,
explain how you’ve been feeling.
Being straight-up is the best way
you can deal with this; there's
really no point in beating around
the bush. It’ll just be easier to get it
over with.
I think you should make new
friends because it’s not fair for you
to be used like this. You are a
human being who has worth and
value. Your friends shouldn’t be
friends with you because of what
you can give them. If they still want
to be friends with you after
the conversation, then great, but I
still think you should get some new
friends. You don’t have to drop
them, just maybe slowly start

distancing yourself this way you
won’t be leaving things on a bad
note.
You should take a few days to think
things through and ﬁgure out what
you’re going to say to your friends.
Then you should contact them,
ﬁnd a time to meet up and explain
how you feel. Finding new friends
is a good next step, in my opinion.
It’s better to hang around with
people who care about you rather
than people who are just using you
to get good grades. I hope this
helps.
Signed,
Angel

The comics that I drew revolve around motivating others with tips
and quotes. During the pandemic, things have been stressful, so I
hope the comics can make people's day a bit better. The simple
graphics and colours are meant to give off a calming energy and the
roundness of the characters shows friendliness and softness.
Making comics is a way I express myself, and it has helped me
destress a lot. I hope my comics can do the same for others.
- Meilin Cha
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goes four times faster than
usual, meaning that study time
is reduced by a factor of four.

The Down-Low on Richview's Courses
Photo by Mariam Al-Hulaibi

By Lauren Olszaniecki

I’ve

If, like me, you’ve taken summer
school courses and technically
have all required courses, you can
even take two spares because only
six course slots are required to be
ﬁlled in grade 12. If, unlike me, you
only have six courses you want to
take, go for it.

TL; DR spares are useful in
non-semestered times, but can
make you lazy in quadmestered
times. You can even take two
spares in grade 12, however
Financial Securities may be
advisable.
Summer
school
generally gets you higher
grades, and unless speciﬁcally
stated, most post-secondary
institutions don’t look down
upon summer school. Courses
like heavy science aren’t
recommended if they aren’t
needed, and data management
is a good math course for those
who struggle with the subject.
For younger students, grade 10
media arts and grade 11
marketing are the way to go.

A second student recommends a
grade 12 Financial Securities
course, which to me, sounds like a
great use of your time. This course
covers
concepts
that
some
graduates wish school had taught
them, such as “mortgages, how to
avoid and reduce debt, how income
tax and other taxes work, how the
stock market works, and countless
other ideas.” And the best part is
that there are no prerequisites, so
you can feel free to take this course
at any time! It’s part of the
interdisciplinary studies branch,
and brings together math, history,
business, ﬁnance, and economics.

had the pleasure of
emailing with some senior
Richview students, and they
have many, many great insights
to share. A common theme is
taking at least one course that
will help you later on in life.

One grade 12 recommends
taking a spare. This helps
especially in non-semestered
(or non-quadmestered) times,
and can be handy when needing
to apply for post-secondary, a
job, or both, depending on the
time of year it’s scheduled in.
Fair warning, though, it’s easy
to get lazy during a spare on our
current quadmester schedule.
This student also recommends
a course taken purely for
enjoyment of the subject
matter- this time, not for the
point of being lazy, but for the
point of a break from other
courses. I wholeheartedly look
forward to grade 12 and the
possibility of a spare.

Allow me to quote myBlueprint,
the course selection website, on
what the course content covers:
“many
aspects
of
ﬁnancial
management… capital markets and
the ways in which capital is
acquired… the stock market…
stocks, bonds, and mutual funds…
macroeconomic
theory…
the
Canadian taxation system.” This is
useful for understanding the
fundamentals of business, deciding
whether it’s interesting to you and
whether a career in this ﬁeld could
be in your future.
Speaking of career paths, the ﬁrst
student recommends picking your
courses based on a direction, even
one with a large scope such as
business, the trades, arts, or
sciences. This is why high schools
are designed the way they are: to

Data management can be a
useful course for those who
need a grade 12 math course for
post-secondary,
but
are
dreading the heavy workload,
or as our ﬁrst grade 12 student
states, “super bad at math”. An
efficient way to get that credit
is your grade 11 mixed-level
functions, then your grade 12
mathematics
of
data
management.
For current grade 9 and 10
students,
this
may
seem
overwhelming. You’re welcome
to just bookmark this page and

come back to it in a few years. But
since you’re here, I’ll give you
some advice from the same grade
12 that recommended the Financial
Securities course: grade 10 media
arts and grade 11 marketing are
really great courses. For those who
hate tests, grade 10 media is
reported to not have a single test
throughout the entire year! It’s all
“creative
and
unique
assignments”, and I imagine the
curriculum could be easily adapted
to an online format without any
concerns about cheating, since
these
assignments
encourage
research.
For
business-oriented
minds,
grade 11 marketing has no
prerequisites and the teaching

style rewards diligent, hard work.
“How businesses choose their
target markets, how pricing works,
how to market your product
properly, and so much more,” is a
way to look into the world of
business
and
see
how
the
marketing of goods, services, and
events is handled, or even just for a
reﬂection on how your choices are
driven by marketing.
Choosing your courses might seem
simple, but if you look and reﬂect
on where you want to go, it’s all
crystal clear. Your next year at
Richview will be great. So have fun,
dream big, and worry less- you got
this!

let you get a taste of everything,
and then let you decide where you
want to go from there. Electives
really open up in grade 11 and 12,
and that’s where you can start to
choose your path even more
robustly.
I’ve taken a summer school course
and I plan to again this summer. As
mentioned,
only
certain
post-secondary institutions dislike
summer school courses and are
less
likely
to
accept
your
application. What may affect your
admission is repeating a sixth
course in the summer before you
enter higher education; this delays
when your ﬁnal mark can be
calculated and submitted, and
therefore delays your potential
offer of admission.
Adding onto the summer school
course
piece,
one
student
comments that many Richview
students take summer school.
courses instead of risking one of
Richview’s hard-marking teachers.
Very often, a summer school
course is a “mark-booster”. It’s
not difficult to handle when there
are no other responsibilities on
your plate. However don’t assume
it’s easy and take it on the side with
a full-time or even part-time job,
because that’ll make your life far
too complicated.
Another way to simplify your life at
school is by not taking multiple
sciences or maths unless it's part
of your career plan. For students
who genuinely enjoy and excel at
these courses, I encourage you to
go for it! But these are a rare few. It
can be absolutely draining, both
during our former non-semestered
time, and especially during short
quadmesters
with
accelerated
learning and testing - everything

The Big Picture
Illustration by Meilin Cha

By Diya Saha

During quarantine I have been

thinking a lot- I mean I always
think about everything, but it’s
just that I have been thinking
more about myself. I’ve been
thinking about how we as
humans tend to overthink
everything
at
that
very
moment.
Take this situation for example.
Have you ever had a time where
you had a test or a project, and
you thought you would do
good… but you didn’t? That
moment when you received
your mark back, you probably
felt down and dejected. All that
effort that went in, and didn’t
really yield anything. But think
about that test now, perhaps a
couple days or weeks later. Do
you remember how you were
feeling?
Maybe
you
do
remember how it felt yesterday,
but will you remember how it
felt a week from now? If I told
you at that moment like before
your test, or while you were
frantically doing research for

the project that “Hey, take a deep
breath and relax. It doesn’t matter
as much as you think it does”would you believe me? I mean yes
things like tests and ﬁnal projectany projects honestly are so very
important, but have you ever
stepped back and thought about
the big picture?
When I talk about the big picture, I
mean life, you know at the moment
when you're in that highly
stressful situation regarding that
test or project and you think that if
you don’t receive a good mark it’s
the end - but it’s really not?
It all comes down to the big
picture. Think in ﬁve, ten months
or even a year will that one test,
project, that you did really matter?
Speaking from my perspective, in
ﬁve years I won’t be in this school
anymore and I’ll probably be
surrounded with different people,
places and things. So my point?
Just love your life and enjoy the
moment you are in; it can be hard,
but try to stay calm and enjoy

everything you do. I mean just how
many times do you experience
doing something that makes you
stressed out and your heartbeat
rapidly? It can be difficult during
these times but just enjoy it. In a
couple of years you’re going to be
ﬁnished high school, then maybe
completing your bachelor’s and
more studies; or maybe no studies,
going into the job industry or
something different altogether. For
every step you take in life, you
probably will cry, laugh, scream;
but I guess that’s just life.
Next time you do something
important- yes it will matter, but
loosen up, try to relax and enjoy
the process even though it may be
difficult.
Now
everyone
will
obviously have many different
opinions and thoughts about this
topic, and that is okay because
everyone is different. Thank you
for having come to the last
paragraph
(still
readinghopefully) and I hoped you enjoyed
reading this!
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Classroom Series
Grade 9 Art Project by Tenzing Sungkhor
Students created beautiful animal masks inspired by First Nations art
styles. The animal chosen represented a virtue that was important to
the student. The masks were created out of cardboard with a ﬁnal
layer of paint or clay.

Drama Class by Rukiya Mohamed
Ms. Cardoni’s drama class working on their music video projects.

Backgrounds by Alessia Sciardi | Illustrations by Claire Kim | Arrangement by Claire Kim
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principles of our school system
and are integrated into all TDSB
policies, procedures, programs,
operations and practices. Our
logo goes against that and is
therefore
invalidating
that
policy.
I’m not trying to erase the past.
I’m not saying we should get

rid of old pictures and banners just
because they were taken in a time
of segregation and inequality
towards people of colour. And I’m
not saying we should invalidate
Christianity either. However, I do
think that we should get rid of
inaccurate representations of our
school community.

Richview is mandated under law to
be an all inclusive, secular
school that is required to include
everyone’s beliefs. Changing our
symbol would be a show of good
faith (pun intended), that we as a
school community are capable of
growth. That though we are a
product of our past, we are not
solely deﬁned by it.

A Complaint on the Richview Saint:
It's Time We Change Our Mascot
By Sathya Siva

What do you think of when

you hear the word saint? Do you
think of high-school? A football
team? How about a public
school logo? Yeah, I didn't
think so. When I think of a
saint, I think of a ‘holy person’
depicted in Christianity who is
supposedly ‘close to God’. So is
our school logo promoting
Christianity?
If Richview Collegiate Institute
is an all inclusive, secular and
public high school, then why is
our primary logo an angel? Why
are we called the Richview
Saints?
The truth is, this has been our
school name since 1958. That is
ten years before the equal
rights movement. At that time,
Richview
students
predominantly identiﬁed as
Christian.
Some individuals may argue
that we should stay connected
to our roots, and that we
shouldn’t be quick to erase the
past. But things have changed,
and our school now includes
various cultures and religions.
Therefore, using a Christian
symbol to represent our school
is not only non-inclusive but an
inaccurate representation of
our present student body.
I think we can all agree that
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things have changed since the
1950s ,society has evolved quite a
bit, especially after the equal rights
movement.
After
the
anti-discrimination
law
was
passed, various other social issues
started to come into the light as
well.
Discrimination
against
LGBTQ community and the cultural
appropration of Indigenous culture
are among the additional issues we
face.
The Washington state football
team, formerly known as the
Redskins, had to change their team
name because it was offensive to
the culture of the Indigenous
community. Many sports teams
(such as the Chicago Blackhawks,
the Cleveland Indians etc.) are now
looking for a new name due to
awareness about using Indigenous
inﬂuenced names for recreational
purposes. Using words or ideas
that are sacred to one's culture as
entertainment, contributes to the
invalidation of a person's belief
system.
The cultural appropriation in the
scenario above is pretty obvious.
And perhaps calling Richview
students ‘saints’ isn’t as obvious to
many, however, that doesn’t make
the fact any less offensive to some.
My suggestion of all-inclusivity is
also not to be confused with a
suggestion that we should include
all religions in our logo. There are
many atheists that also attend our
school. In this case to support
everyone, we shouldn’t include any

at all. If we are secular school, (and
we are because publicly funded
schools must be secular) we can't
exclude anyone, including people
who don’t follow a
religion at all. This would mean
changing the logo to represent no
religions at all.
In addition to not being allowed to
display any religion, you are also
ignoring and negating the beliefs
of others. In this case, the only
group represented at all is the
Christian community. I ﬁnd this to
be completely invalidating any idea
of a ‘secular’ public school.
There is such a diverse population
of people that currently attend
Richview. And school is a place
where you are supposed to be
yourself, a place where you don’t
have to repress your beliefs.
Nevertheless, the school as a whole
is
forced
to
identify
with
something that only affiliates with
a part of the school's students.
Those students, who do not
identify as Christian will feel
overlooked
and
disregarded
because
they
aren’t
fairly
represented in their own school.
The TDSB Equity Policy is
committed to the elimination of
institutional discrimination and
promotion of fairness, equity,
acceptance and inclusion. The goal
of this policy is to ensure that
fairness,
equity,
diversity,
acceptance, inclusion, and the
elimination of all forms of
discrimination are essential

Not All Men but 97% of Women
Illustration by Natalie Skinner

By Andrea Dovale-Puig

Being

a feminist means you
support
the
advocacy
of
women’s rights on the basis of
equality of the sexes. In other
words, it signiﬁes that you
believe that men and women
should be treated equally in
society and have the same
opportunities. This all should
sound reasonable to a decent
person. So then why isn’t every
person you know a feminist?
Due to a recent social media
uproar, I have realized how
scarce feminism is among
teenage boys. A statistic found
by UN Women UK stating that
97% of women aged 18-24 in
the
United
Kingdom
had
experienced sexual harassment
came to light, and went viral on
social media. Many women
spoke
up
about
their
experiences,
reposted
infographics, as well as shared
their opinions and emotions
regarding the topic of sexual
harassment and assault.
This sudden conversation about
sexual harassment and assault
caused many men to speak up
on their thoughts about the
topic aswell. While the majority
of teenage girls I know were
reposting educational posts

and showing their support, the
majority of teenage boys
immediate reaction was to debunk
the 97% statistic or to change the
conversation
to
sexual
harassment/assault to males.

These boys have never thought
to bring up sexual harassment/
assault towards males until it
was brought up about girls and
women. These men don’t care
about male issues, they just
want to take away from female
ones.
A very small number of high school
boys reposted the posts that were
being spread on social media,
which was startling, evident, and
upsetting to many of the girls I
know. It seemed as if many guys we
know were embarrassed to support
women, and thought it was
emasculating if they posted on
their social media supporting
women. Many of them questioned
what a post on their story would
possibly do to help the situation,
and presumed that it was not worth
sharing.
Another immediate reaction for
many was to say “Not All Men,” to
again change the topic from
women’s issues, to the fact that

not all men sexually harass/assault
women. It is frightening and
disappointing to think that when
these men hear that 97% of women
have
been
sexually
harassed/assaulted, their ﬁrst
thought is to defend themselves
and their friends, instead of being
concerned about the women. No
one said that all men harass or
assault women. But, the fact is, the
majority of women have been
assaulted or harassed. The fact that
very few boys had anything to say
besides “Not All Men,” spoke
volume on their true thoughts
about women.
Teenage boys, and all people for
that matter, need to be further
educated on feminism so that they
can form better opinions and
further empathize with women.
Men need to realize that being
against feminism isn’t about being
against a political group - it’s
about
demeaning
women.
Feminism is a very complex subject
matter, but it doesn’t have to be.
Supporting
women,
and
supporting them when they voice
their experiences is key to the
advancement of our society. With
the complete involvement and
effort of every human being,
feminism
can
become
the
normality that it should already be.
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Making the Switch to
Cruelty-Free Brands
A Critical Look At #OwnVoices

By Rachel Carey-Smith

In
By Katherine Hunt

On

August
31st,
Becky
Albertalli, blogger and author of
multiple books including Simon
vs. The Homosapien Agenda
posted an entry to her blog
entitled, “I know I’m late”. In
the post she details her
experiences writing books and
coming to terms with her
sexuality. At 37 years old, this
already happily married woman
felt pressured enough to come
out publicly, and the rest of us
should ask why. Why did this
successful woman feel the need
to share something so intimate
and personal with strangers on
the internet?
The answer: the #Ownvoices
movement.
#Ownvoices came to be because
of a tweet from Corrine Duyvis
in 2015. Her tweet describes the
tag as a way to “recommend
kidlit about diverse characters
written by authors from that
same diverse group.” This is
how it all started: people
sharing diverse books and
spreading awareness about
unknown authors. Like most
things, however, the situation
turned out too good to be true.
Not too long after the hashtag
came out and gained notoriety,
the internet did what it does
best and invoked the rule of
cancel culture. Some trolls took
it even further by harassing
writers
on
their
social
media—berating
them
for
writing a story or a character
that “wasn’t theirs”
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to write, and then prying into their
personal life to identify or ﬁnd
something that justiﬁed them to
write such a book. In the case of
Albertalli, people went after her for
writing a story about a gay boy
struggling
with
coming
out
because she was a straight woman
who did not know that struggle
herself.
Unfortunately, she did. “This
doesn’t feel good or empowering,
or
even
particularly
safe…”
Albertalli wrote about coming out,
“Honestly, I’m doing this because
I’ve been scrutinized, subtweeted,
mocked, lectured, and invalidated
just about every single day for
years, and I’m exhausted.” She has
also mentioned how she isn’t the
only clostested queer author in the
young adult community who feels
this way.

Albertalli is a prime example of
how the #Ownvoices movement
has pivoted away from its
original purpose of spreading
diversity, to become a way of
spreading hate and creating
tension between authors and
readers. All in all, this attitude is
going to kill representation in
young adult books.
According to a 2018 Data USA
study, 80.1% of authors in the
United States are white, 43% are
men.
In
addition,
a
study
conducted by Lee and Low Books
found that 81% are straight and

89% are non-disabled. If we’re
telling people they can only write
about what they know, based on
these statistics, it seems like we’re
going to get a lot of books about
straight white men with no
disabilities,
effectively
killing
diversity… And, do correct me if
I’m wrong, but isn’t that the
opposite of what we’re trying to
do?
Furthermore,
with
fear
of
harassment and invasions of
privacy, authors won’t even write
books that include bi-racial or
LGBT characters, let alone try to
publish them. What would be the
point? If people are telling them to
stay in their lane, why not just do
what they’re told? It’s a heck of a
lot easier than having hundreds of
mean
tweets
and
people
speculating about your personal
life.
I am not saying that we stop using
#Ownvoices to share and recognize
diverse stories, but that the literary
community needs to take a step
back from it. We need to take an
in-depth look at and evaluate what
the tag is being used to justify, as
well as what it was supposed to do.
This hashtag was not meant to
“out” people, it was not meant to
make people afraid of expressing
their creative talents. It was not
meant to exclude, but to include
and recognize groups of people
who had been overlooked and
ignored. So, please, let’s start using
#Ownvoices the way it was meant
to be used.

this day and age, it is
actually more common for
brands to be cruelty-free, so it
makes
me
question
why
everyone hasn’t switched to
safer brands already? I realized
that people are mostly unaware
of
the
vast
options
of
cruelty-free brands.
Animal testing is the process of
testing chemicals on animals’
skin. This is done to ensure that
the chemicals are safe to make
contact with human skin.
Countless problems result from
this, including many injured
and dead animals. Animal
testing began at a time where
there was no alternative option
to test the chemicals. Now,
many companies have found
ways around this that ensure
the products are safe without
endangering
animals.
Companies can use the 7,000
ingredients already tested and
determined
safe
in
their
products; by choosing these
ingredients, they eliminate the
need for additional testing
altogether. They are also able to
use other sophisticated testing
methods involving human cells,
tissues and even advanced
computer-modelling
techniques.
Interestingly enough, the most
common way an organization
can remain cruelty-free is to
not sell its products to China. In
China, testing on animals is
mandatory, as they believe it is
the only way to test whether a
product is truly safe for human
skin. This results in many
companies
being
majority
cruelty-free as they claim, and
only test on animals in China
where it is required. This law
led to many companies no
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longer selling to China in order to
remain a cruelty-free brand. Now
that most companies have used
alternative methods to switch to
cruelty-free, it’s time for us to
make the switch too.
Animal testing is immensely cruel,
and it is important to remember
that it is possible to take the
suffering out of science and stop it
altogether. It is estimated that
more than 25 million animals
including dogs, cats, monkeys,
mice, rats and others are forced to
endure painful experiments in the
US each year. (The Humane
Society, n.d.). If that statistic isn't
enough to change your mind, then
hopefully the idea of continuously
hurting animals could sway you.
What inspired me to make the
switch was a short ﬁlm called Save
Ralph. This short ﬁlm with Taika
Waititi displayed the story of a
rabbit explaining his day-to-day
life being tortured for cosmetic
needs. Watching the bunny talk
about how his only purpose is to be
abused for the span of his entire
life made me realize the severity of
my actions. Using my Nars
concealer or Cerave cleanser seems
harmless to me, but in actuality
has
much
deeper,
painful
consequences than one could
imagine. Making the switch is
almost an effortless decision for
any person to make, which will
prevent so much hurt and pain
towards animals. Thinking about
the innocent bunny in that ﬁlm
made me realize that I wouldn't
want to endure the constant stress,
trauma and inhumane conditions
the bunny is put through. And if I
wouldn't want it, why would I wish
it upon anything else?
Deciding to change brands might
seem like an overwhelming

thought at ﬁrst, but there are so
many cruelty-free brands that
make switching easy! Like I
previously stated, there are so
many popular cruelty-free brands
to choose from. People could
already be using 100% cruelty-free
brands and not even know it.
Brands like Dove, ELF, Bath and
Bodyworks, NYX, and Burt's Bees,
are all cruelty-free. If you’re ever
questioning if the brands you use
are safe, there are many apps to
help you out. Bunny Free is a free
app that quickly lets you know if a
brand is certiﬁed cruelty-free. It
has the option to use a barcode
scanner or search bar for easy
access to the information you're
looking for! Cruelty-free, Cruelty
Cutter and Think Dirty are other
apps with the same features that
can additionally tell you similar
products to switch to if a brand you
like is not cruelty-free. Even by
doing a simple Google search, you
can determine whether a company
tests on animals. The internet and
these apps prevent consumers
from giving their money to
companies that might spend it on
hurting animals. These apps do all
the work for you and emphasize
my idea, that switching brands are
an easy, worthwhile task.
Many people are not aware of how
cruel the animal-testing industry
can be, and even less, understand
how easy it is to do their part in
preventing
it.
Even
though
switching is an easy change, it is an
incredibly important one. This
almost effortless decision is a
worthwhile task I believe everyone
should
do.
Switching
to
cruelty-free brands is a beneﬁcial
task that will help keep animals
and the planet safer. With
everyone’s support animal testing
can be ended altogether. Let’s do
our part to help.
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rather
than
prioritizing
stripping people of their basic
human rights. This entire

occupation is avoidable, lives may
not be able to be brought back, but
we can stop more from dying if we

raise our voices. Palestine is in dire
need of accountability, change,
justice and most importantly their
freedom. #FreePalestine.

What’s Happening in Palestine
By Shabahat-Noor Husnain

When you open social media

today, your feed is swarmed
with posts, stories, celebrities
and hashtags - all shedding
light on the ethnic cleansing
Israel is inﬂicting onto the
Palestinian
people.
This
imposition on human rights is
something I care very deeply
about and you should too. This
isn’t about religion. This
present-day apartheid is a
reﬂection of our governments,
the
United
Nations
and
everyone who chooses to stay
silent or neutral on a literal
genocide.
Historically speaking, Israel
became a state in 1948 by
means of settler colonialism.
Israeli settlers came and took
the homes of Palestinians with
the
support
of
their
government, zionist ideologies,
all through various wars. Over
time, hundreds of thousands of
Palestinians became refugees in
their own country. Ultimately,
this led to Israel having control
of the entire nation despite
resolutions, the participation of
organizations
and
several
agreements they failed to fulﬁll.
Today the people of Palestine
live in fear and pain while Israel
has the support of nations
worldwide. The UK, US, Canada
and France are some of Israel’s
biggest supporters to name a
few. In addition to this, the
United States is providing the
Israeli military with over 3.8
billion
dollars
annually,
whereas Palestine doesn’t even
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have an army. So what exactly is
Israel protecting itself from? That
money could have been allocated to
help their own country; it could be
better spent as food assistance for
over 2 million people.
The spotlight on Palestine is long
overdue and part of the reason why
is
all
the
narratives
Israel
continues to misinform the public
with.
Palestine
is
suffering
expulsion from their land and
Israel justiﬁes it as self-defence or
that they’re entitled to the land, all
of which is both untrue and
misleading.
This
isn’t
some
“conﬂict” or dispute between
nations and shouldn’t be labelled
as such. There is a genocide
occurring among us.
The fact of the matter is people are
being killed. Israel attacked Gaza’s
only Covid centre, causing an
increase in the number of people
getting sick and limiting the ability
to provide healthcare for those
injured from war crimes. Children
and women are being killed.
Houses have turned to rubble.
Instead of listening to lullabies,
innocent children are raised on the
sounds of bombs exploding. They
cover each other's ears - this is
their normal. Hundreds of kids are
dead and it hurts to think that
many of us are deciding our futures
while most of the Palestinian
people didn’t make it past 18. There
is nothing that condones that. Just
because Israel is widely supported
doesn’t make them any less wrong.
The whole argument that you are
anti-semitic
for
supporting
Palestine is ludicrous. There are

Palestinian Muslims, Jews and
Christians. Not only that, but
Palestine is the home to one of the
oldest Christian communities in
the world. I would like to add that
Israeli settlements are not only
illegal under Israeli law but also
under international law. The
United Nations deﬁned Israel’s
occupation as illegal and offered
hundreds of resolutions only to be
rejected by the state of Israel itself.
All the awareness being raised is
crucial to the survival of Palestine.
By using our platforms we help
shift the narrative to the truth.
When you choose to stay silent you
actively support this apartheid. Our
governments and media outlets
appear to be biased, leaving it up to
us to create change. We are the
Palestinians'
only
hope
for
freedom. There is so much you can
do as an individual to help. You can
donate. iF Charity is located in the
Gaza strip and provides food and
health care. Palestine Child Relief
Fund provides medical care along
with other supplies to Palestinians.
Boycott Israeli products; refrain
from purchasing items from
brands like Starbucks, McDonald’s,
CocaCola, Nestle and so many
more. Even something as simple as
putting a post on your story,
attending a protest or educating a
friend can save a life.
I can’t say it enough; raising
awareness is essential for the
Palestinian cause. No one should be
killed. A mother shouldn’t have to
hold her child in her arms as they
die from a bomb attack. Toddlers
shouldn't have to be dug out from
under bricks. Countries should be
working towards equity

Why Are We Trying So Hard
to Make Feminism Palatable to Men?
By Noor Mirza-Rashid

The other day, I was watching

BoJack Horseman (one of the
greatest shows of all time,
which I’ll talk about another
day) and I stumbled across a
gem of an episode in season 5:
“BoJack the Feminist”.
The episode recounts the story
of
the
titular
character’s
inadvertent rise to feminist
icon and addresses the idea that
people love feminism more
when it comes from a man’s
mouth,
no
matter
how
hypocritical his words may be.
The story contrasts the terrible
acts BoJack has committed
towards women in his life with
the
empty,
surface-level
statements he gives on TV. The
overblown, satirical reaction
and sudden adoration of the
public highlights a problem in
modern feminism that only
seems to be getting worse: even
if men are hypocritical, don’t
mean what they’re saying or
simply do the bare-minimum,
we will eat it up.
BoJack’s friend, Diane, who’s
been advising him on his
“activism”,
says
herself,
“Sprinkle in a few words like
‘intersectionality’
or
‘micro-agresssions’ and Vice
News will make you Feminist of
the Year.”
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On the surface, it's understandable
why
people
might
have
overzealously positive reactions to
feminism spouted by men— we
should be happy that the oppressor
is
now
“ﬁghting
for”
the
oppressed, right?
The problem is, however, that this
does nothing to change the status
quo, and as we see throughout the
episode, BoJack’s feminism is
empty. Any miniscule positive
effect his words might have is
drastically outweighed by his
perpetual manipulation and abuse
of the women around him. It is so
often the exact same in real life—
in fact, many of the men I’ve
encountered that call themselves
feminists
are
the
most
misogynistic people I’ve met.
Feminism is not simply stating, or
even believing, that men and
women should be “equal”. Besides
the fact that the version of equality
presented in our society often
leaves
out
non-white,
non-cisgender
women,
your
actions have to follow through with
your words and beliefs. The label of
“feminist” means nothing if you
perpetuate
other
forms
of
oppression.
Modern feminism, though, tries so
hard to appeal to as broad an
audience as possible that we often
forget that actions, not labels,
bring change. We’ve let a powerful,
meaningful movement

morph into
catchy slogans on
t-shirts, books telling women to
“lean in” to corporate culture, and
empty instagram posts telling
people to “be nice” to women.
We’ve distilled feminism into a
shell of what it was supposed to be.
Us applauding men and validating
their fake feminism is part of the
process of making feminism more
“digestible” and more “palatable”.

By
celebrating
the
bare
minimum, we’re reinforcing the
notion
that
the
only
requirement of being a feminist
is saying that you believe in
equality.
But feminism doesn’t need men. I
don’t doubt that that statement
will spark accusations of misandry,
but it's simply a fact. We don’t
need to comfort men and explain to
them slowly that we don’t think
they’re evil or hate them. We don’t
need empty statements from
BoJack
Horseman
types
to
“strengthen” the movement. We
don’t need to appeal to the masses
and we don’t need to sell our
message
(and
by
extension
ourselves) to garner support.
Instead of futilely attempting to
make feminism palatable to men,
we need to strengthen the
movement from the inside and
actively encourage intersectional,
actionable change that will truly
make a difference in real women’s
lives.
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Acknowledging Asian Hate
Illustration by Sh’rye Johnson

By Christina Dinh

Scrolling

through Instagram,
looking through my friend’s
stories, seeing post after post
about the rise of hate crimes
against Asian communities in
Canada and the United States.
Throughout the pandemic, I
would see the occasional post
regarding the increase in
xenophobia and hatred towards
Asian people. It felt strange
seeing the amount of people
now caring about the issue and
raising awareness. Ultimately
because I never felt like people
cared at all.
Asian people have never been
centered in conversations about
race. The racism Asian

people face, often diminished and
dismissed. This is largely due to the
model minority myth. The model
minority myth is the idea that
Asian people in North America are
inherently
intelligent
and
successful compared to other
minorities. Therefore, less likely to
experience racism, discrimination,
or face any signiﬁcant struggles as
a whole. It is historically used to pit
minorities against each other, to
prevent solidarity, and to further
white supremacy. The model
minority myth is so ingrained in
our society that it affects both
Asian people and non-Asian
people. Not only do non-Asian
people hesitate to accept the
struggles that the community
faces, Asian people do as well.

Asian people grow up with the
mindset that if they are quiet if
they don’t stand out, everything
will turn out ﬁne. They tell
themselves that it can always be
worse, they have no right to be
angry. It has pushed Asian people
to be passive - to put their heads
down and to deal with the
hardships that they face in
silence.It
has
led
Asian
communities and their struggles to
be sidelined and excluded from
discussion.
Ever since the pandemic hit, there
has been a clear surge in violence
and hate crimes against Asian
communities. In the United States,
it has been reported by The NYPD
that hate crimes motivated by

anti-Asian sentiment jumped
1900% in New York during
2020. According to Project
1907,
Canada has an even
higher number of anti-Asian
racism reports per Asian capita
than the United States. Most
incidents are reported from
Vancouver
with
Toronto
coming
in
with
the
second-highest
number
of
reported cases of anti-Asian
hate crimes. These incidents
disproportionately affect Asian
women with 65% of overall
cases reporting verbal abuse
and harassment, and 30% of
incidents reporting physical
assault. However, one of the
most devastating cases comes
from the United States. On
March 16th, six Asian women
were shot and killed in Atlanta.
During
a
brieﬁng
with
reporters, a Georgia sheriff’s
office spokesman told the press
that the gunman merely had a
“bad day”. Despite the lives
that were lost, there are still
many that deny and refuse to
acknowledge that the violence
is racially fuelled. More people
are beginning to speak up as the
violence has risen;

undeniably, the issue feels too big
to be ignored.
On the other hand, the racism that
my friends and I have faced has
always felt small. Comments about
the shape of our eyes, the smell of
our food, and the accents of our
parents. Being asked where we’re
really from, having our names be
butchered, and hearing the mutters
under people’s breaths. When I
speak about my own experiences
with racism, there is still a little
voice in the back of my head
saying, “It’s not too big of a deal.
You can handle it.” In an Instagram
post by actress Marli Siu, she
describes the racism that the Asian
community faces as paper cuts.

“A paper cut is tiny. If you
complained about a paper cut
you’d be laughed at. But
imagine getting paper cuts in
the same place of skin over and
over again and every time you
think the skin has healed, it’s cut
again.”
While hatred against Asian people
is easily identiﬁable in the

violence, the hatred is often much
more presented in the small
everyday actions of individuals.
The hate crimes and the violence
itself begins with the smaller acts.

The paper cuts that are ignored
and dismissed become infected,
ultimately
having
fatal
consequences.
To support Asian communities one
has to start confronting the actions
and struggles that are all too often
brushed off. For lasting change to
be made, people need to speak out,
actively
confront
the
issue
beginning with their own families,
friends, and peers. Step in, call
people out and hold them
accountable
for
the
small
comments, the assumptions, the
mockery, and the judgements.
Make an effort to understand, to
sign petitions, and to donate. To
stop
Asian
hate,
we
must
acknowledge the struggles of Asian
communities. The hatred that
Asian people have faced has been
invalidated, denied, and ignored
for far too long.
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“What?” I asked.
“Bridget, really?” She laughed
some more. “Is that the name
your parents told you to use
when you came to Canada?”
I got my hot chocolate in
silence. There was no name
written on the cup. I cried when
I got home. When I told my dad
the story, he laughed at me.
“You’re just a bad liar,” he said.
“You don’t even look brown.”

"White Passing": Between Identities
Photo courtesy of Metro UK

By Noor Mirza-Rashid

“White-passing”. The term,

although only recently named
as such, has been something
I’ve felt my whole life.
Although I’m Pakistani through
and through, even according to
23andMe, the label has nearly
deﬁned me. Even my own
family, since I was four years
old, has referred to me as white.
One of my only memories of my
great-grandmother was sitting
with her in the sunroom when
she came back from Pakistan
for the summer, her praising
my pale skin and “Canadian”
looks. My brother has made fun
of me for being a Starbucks
drinking white girl, made jokes
about how I don’t even look
brown, about how I’m not “a
real p*ki”. At school, I've been
laughed at (by white people) for
calling myself brown, and in
TikTok comments, I've been
referred to, of course, as
“white-passing”.
I’ve discovered that accepting
your identity as a woman of
colour is a long and difficult
journey, and personally, being
"white-passing" has made it a
lot harder. A twisted part of me,
though, when I was young, took
pride in almost looking white. I

felt validated. I’d spent my
elementary school years blowing
out birthday candles and wishing I
could be blonde, envying my white
peers, and feeling ashamed being
picked up from dance class by my
accented grandmother. I told
strangers that my name was
“Nora”. To be pale, and pretty, and
“white-passing” was exactly what
I’d always wanted. It meant I was
as close as I’d ever get to ﬁtting in.
This faded, of course, and I'm now
sitting here, typing, wincing at the
label.
Being “white-passing”, though, is
at its origin, a real thing. I’ve been
afforded privileges because of it. I
never got punched in the face by a
man on the street and been told to
go back to my own country like my
dad was. I’ve never been told to
take a shower and scrub the dirt off
my skin like my mom was.
People who “look white” are
spared a lot of the blatant, violent
racism that rampages through our
community. They’re more likely to
get hired for a job post-interview
and more likely to get famous
based on their looks, just to name a
few.
The problem, however, is that the
term has become pejorative. It's

often used as an insult or as a way
to take away from someone’s
identity. As an example, I’ve seen
people of colour on TikTok
(teenage girls in particular) get
berated in their comment sections
after talking about racism because
they’re “too white-looking to feel
that way”. And I can tell you
ﬁrsthand that it stings. The pride I
took in ﬁtting in faded, and I was
left feeling empty. I was already
disconnected from my community.
I was born here in Canada, I don't
speak Urdu, I don’t have enough
brown friends and I don't know
much about my culture. But I still
feel brown.

I mean I hope that’s what it
was, me simply being a bad liar.
I’ve had worse experiences with
racism
since
then,
unfortunately, but that’s the
one that stuck with me. It was a
manifestation of everything I’d
been feeling my whole life. The
feeling of otherness, of being
an outsider, of being different
from everyone around me.
Every time we were at the
airport, my father and I, Asim
and Noor Rashid, got stopped
for extra screenings (my
siblings, Zayn and Leila, have
white-enough names to get
through just ﬁne). Apparently,
our names are on a “no-ﬂy
list” of potential terrorists this is just code for being
Muslim.
Another
recurring
event that emphasized my
otherness.
From
….

7th

to

9th

grade,

I

straightened my hair every day. It's
still dead from the heat damage,
and my curls haven’t come back
properly since.
I’ve made a lot of “progress”, I
guess, in accepting my identity as a
3rd generation Canadian since. A
lot of this, though, doesn’t come
from positive things, but rather
the adoption of “ethnic” features
in the media, in particular by white
women.
For
example,
Kim
Kardashian has worn cornrows,
Kendall Jenner has been envied for
her “fox-eyes”, and Kylie Jenner
and Ariana Grande have been
frequently mistaken for being
some sort of non-white. Features
generally
found
in
people-of-colour
have
almost
become trendy.
When big lips and lip ﬁller became
more trendy, I was suddenly okay
with mine. When people didn’t
want to be “pasty” anymore, I
became okay with my skin. Even
benign things like thicker, denser
eyebrows became trendy at a point,
and that made me okay with my
thick hair. As my features were
co-opted by white Instagram
models, I slowly became more okay
with being Pakistani.
This, of course, although having
had some positive effects on the
self-esteem of girls of colour, is
not really a good thing. Besides the
fact that it leaves out men of colour
whose features haven’t been
.

In sixth grade, I was at Starbucks
with a group of white friends. We
were
obsessed
with
“The
Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants”
at the time, and we assigned each
other characters that aligned with
our perceived personalities. I was
Bridget, played by blonde Blake
Lively in the movie. As the giggling
eleven-year-olds we were, we gave
our fake names to the barista.
“Lena,” one said.
It came to my turn eventually,
muttering “Bridget.”
The barista smirked at me. “Is that
your Canadian name?” she said.
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appropriated as “attractive”, it
ensures that women of colour will
never really be the face of beauty.
Instead, white women with vaguely
ethnic features will - but this is a
conversation for another day.
To this day, I still sometimes feel
stuck in my identity. No amount of
nose-contour
can
hide
my
Pakistani side proﬁle, and no matter
how “white” I look, I'm still
stopped at the airport. At times, I
still think that maybe I do want a
nose job and then I get mad at
myself for wanting to conform to
yet another eurocentric beauty
standard. No matter how accepted
and normal and “white-passing” I
might look today, I still sometimes
feel like an outsider.
I know that there are millions of
girls out there that feel the same
way as me. Stuck between
identities of being a person of
colour and wanting to ﬁt in in the
country they were born. Feelings of
discrimination
and
otherness
invalidated by looking white
enough to not face blatant racism.
I’m still on the road to fully
accepting
my
identity
as
Pakistani-Canadian, but I’m sure
I’ll get there soon. I don’t want to
“look white” anymore, and I’m
happy being Noor instead of Nora. I
just hope that every kid out there
gets
to
feel
the
same.
.
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budget trash bin Hollywood
puts out.

And the Oscar Goes To...
Photo courtesy of Getty Images

By Benny Streeter

Since

1930, the Oscars have
been held with the purpose of
judging the quality and merit of
ﬁlm. The Oscars are seen as the
most prestigious award in the
ﬁlm world, and yet, the
academy that judges the ﬁlms
have shown themselves to be
incompetent and unﬁt for the
job. If I’m being completely
honest, the Oscars mean
practically nothing in most
categories.
Sometimes
the
Academy is able to judge what
ﬁlms or actors will go down in
history as icons but for the
most part they constantly fail at
making even the slightest effort
to search beyond the borders of
North America. Whether it be
Hollywood patting itself on the
back for decades on end, the
Academy being unable to
properly judge ﬁlms, or the
mess that is the category of
Best Animated Feature. The
Oscars have proven that they
have no signiﬁcance and that
they don’t deserve to be taken
seriously.
The Oscars has supposedly been
used during their lifetime to
congratulate and award the best
of the best. They’re designed in
theory to calculate objectively
the best work done on a ﬁlm out
of all ﬁlms released that year. In
reality,

there’s a reason that the awards
always go to one of three studios.
While words like cheated or rigged
would be inappropriate here, the
truth is that Hollywood has such a
tight grip on the Academy’s minds
that they tend to cast their vote to
ﬁlms that they ﬁnd pleasant or see
themselves in. The predominantly
old and rich Academy has a strong
bias for ﬁlms that resemble their
Hollywood lifestyle. Go to any
recent year of the Best Picture
nominations and see how many
ﬁlms about the rich lifestyle there
are. Once you’ve done that check,
see if more than one foreign ﬁlm
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was even nominated. This lifestyle
and studio bias is how forgettable
ﬁlms such as The King’s Speech can
beat out The Social Network and
how Inside Out can beat Anomalisa.
We’ve established that the Oscars
have poor judgement but then why
do we hold them on such a high
pedestal? Hollywood has managed
to convince us that their word is
ﬁnal, and as a result we treat their
judgement
as
something
meaningful. The Oscars prides
themselves
on
awarding
innovation and unique artistic
expression but at the end of the day
it’s all just about what big

The ignorance and laziness of
the Academy never fails to
astound me. Shockingly, they
sometimes don’t even watch
the front-runners for each
category they’re judging, and
they admit in their ballot that
they only saw one of the
nominees. Academy members
will
ﬂat-out
watch
one
nominee and be impressed
enough to not even give other
ﬁlms a shot. Whether the voters
of the Academy actually watch
every ﬁlm that's considerable
for
Oscar
eligibility
is
unknowable, but there is
evidence that many of them
don’t. The watching relies on an
honour system and many
members of the Academy
question whether their peers
watch the average 60 potential
candidates or just pick the one
they liked. In 2014, several
members of the Academy lied
about watching Twelve Years a
Slave despite voting for it as
Best Picture. In 2018, some
voters denied ever watching Get
Out saying that it probably
wasn’t worthy anyways. One
Academy voter even went as far
to say that they wouldn’t watch
Uncut Gems because Adam
Sandler is not an actor with an
Oscar-like brand. The worst
case of Academy ignorance
would need to be on the ballots
of
2015’s
Best
Animated
Feature votes. During the
voting process a large portion
of the Academy voted for Big
Hero 6 without watching more
than one of the
other
nominees. The voters

used the reasoning of “It’s a cute
movie that my kids dragged me to
watch,” on an official ballot for the
Oscars. This is their job, this isn’t
something to take lightly. The
unprofessionalism presented here
by
the
Academy
seriously
convinces me they have children
working to decide what wins and
what doesn’t. How is the audience
expected to take the Oscars more
seriously than the Academy? It’s
embarrassing
that
something
that’s held with such importance in
society
is
unaware
of
its
overwhelming ignorance.
Taking into account all the bad
things about the Oscars, the Best
Animated Feature category is the
worst. In the past ten or so years,
the Academy hasn’t even tried to
hide the fact that they do not care
about this category. Even before
the Academy opened up the voting
circle to all members, the judging
was still problematic. Foreign
animated ﬁlms tend to stand either
equally
or
above
western
animation in quality and yet the
only foreign nominations for
animation are Studio Ghibli ﬁlms.
The bar is set so tremendously high
for foreign animation compared to
western that some of the best ﬁlms
of all time are the only foreign
nominations. Now place that
masterpiece of passion and har
Ferdinand.
Just because the Oscars is run in
North-America, doesn’t give them
the right to ignore any foreign
project. To prove the laziness of the
Academy, look at the nominations
for Best Animated Feature in 2018.
The Boss Baby and Ferdinand
shouldn’t be mentioned in the
same breath as Coco or The

Breadwinner, and yet this is the
best they could ﬁnd to compete
against. While Coco and The
Breadwinner both deserve the
nomination, I ﬁnd it impossible
that not a single country in the
world could produce something
better than The Boss Baby in the
minds of the Academy. To ﬁx this,
the Academy should undo and
improve upon the past changes in
the category. Voting and eligibility
for the animation category should
be restricted to experts who
appreciate the work of other
countries and understand the
medium of animation. Society has
missed
out
on
so
many
masterpieces from across the globe
just because Hollywood refuses to
acknowledge them.
Every year Hollywood will continue
to congratulate themselves and the
mediocrity they produce while
ignoring the best work the world
has to offer. The Oscars is no
longer watched to see what actually
deserves rewards, it’s become a
betting game that you watch with
your friend that takes
itself too seriously. But saying this
won’t change anything, Hollywood
doesn’t care why people watch
their self-serving award show they just want people to watch.
This isn’t about boycotting or
cancelling the Oscars, it’s more of
just
a
statement
of
my
disappointment for the work that
gets done by the Academy. In a
perfect world, the Oscars would
celebrate ﬁlms worldwide and be
considered as a celebration of
passion and excellence in ﬁlm, but
here we are. The likelihood of the
Oscars changing for the better is
low but I’ll keep holding out hope
for now.
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Danganronpa:
Hope Versus Despair
By Katya Manukyan

Hope and despair: two starkly
different ideologies, both of
which can describe the human
experience in a variety of ways.
Respectively, they represent the
concepts of good and evil on a
theoretical moral compass that
society has deemed agreeable.
Danganronpa, a multimedia
franchise created by Kazutaka
Kodaka and developed by Spike
Chunsoft Inc., utilizes these
ideas as its prevalent themes,
serving as the basis for the
plotline of this story. The series
seeks to identify what hope and
despair look
like
in
an
exaggerated manner, achieving
this through the depiction of
the extremes of either side of
this spectrum.
The main premise of the
franchise follows a pattern of
events that all lead up to a
mutual killing game amongst a
group
of
teenagers.
The
individual
provoking
these
horrendous acts and entrapping
the students in the school is a
small bear mascot named
Monokuma.He
himself
represents the division between
humanities morality, visually
depicted in a more palatable
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design of black and white.
Monokuma is the symbol of
despair itself and is the catalyst for
the killing games that force the
teenagers to question their own
values as they decide between
living lives of altruism or egoism.
Throughout the series, several
students are shown to have
succumbed to persuasion in the
forms of money, power, success,
and even simple survival. These
strings of hope that the teenagers
so desperately cling to are the
cause of their vulnerability, yet
they are punished for seeking out
these impulsive desires. The nature
of the game and the motives
provided to invoke bloodlust
among the participants are made to
inﬂate the egos of the easily
malleable and convince them that
they truly can ﬁnd happiness if
they ﬁght for it. This is similar to
the temptations that surround
society in the real world. Promises
of money and power plague the
airwaves and billboards, feeding an
internal struggle between morals
and yearning for success. It is
precisely these kinds of people that
these advertisements target. This
is reﬂected within the game: each
motive provided by Monokuma
aims to invoke certain emotions
within the teenagers that would

push them to murder classmates
for the sake of these feelings. This
sick game pits human emotions
against one another and showcases
the lengths people will go to for
their own selﬁsh aspirations... even
if it means sacriﬁcing the lives of
those around them.
As the games go on, the bonds
between the participants ﬂuctuate
as feelings of betrayal and
skepticism overtake those of trust
and friendship, and vice versa.
With every murder, a class trial is
held to provide the opportunity for
students to identify the culprit of
each case. If they vote incorrectly,
everyone aside from the culprit will
be punished by death. This means
their
conclusions
must
be
unanimous as well as correct to
ensure their survival. The trials
often result in shocking revelations
and the unravelling of the
relationships built between peers
as they uncover the truth and
motives behind the deaths of their
friends. If they vote incorrectly,
everyone aside from the culprit will
be punished by death. This means
their
conclusions
must
be
unanimous as well as correct to
ensure their survival. The game
itself can be regarded as a
metaphor for society: how people

will gladly use others as
stepping stones to reach what
they so hopelessly seek. They
will do this in order to ﬁll their
need for self-satisfaction in a
world that caters to the top 1%
of
the
population.
The
ideologies set upon individuals
from childhood teach them that
this world is one in which the
only person they can trust is
themself: their life is their own,
and if they do not meet a
certain standard of success they
have failed. The fear of losing
everything for the sake of
others eats away at people,
causing them to spiral into
despair. This is precisely the
goal set in mind by Monokuma,
who
craves
entertainment
through
watching
the
deterioration of society at the
hands of infatuation towards
the suffocating sensation of
winning. Many characters in
these games exhibit severe
signs
of
anxiety
and
depression, developing and
worsening over time as the
reality of their situation sets in
for them. Some characters
began
to
distrust
their
surroundings, thus making
them believe that everyone was
out to get them. KilIing
someone else ﬁrst to escape
started to become the better
option. Some became tired of
living in this world overrun
with despair and were easily led
along by the empty promises of
Monokuma regarding their

motives. Winning this game
seemed like their only way out of
this dire situation. Though these
emotions reach an extreme level in
the context of this killing game,
feelings of anxiety and depression
due to fears of failure and despair
are very common in our society.
They cause many people to feel at a
loss. The feelings further increase
their chances of grasping for
anything that can keep them
aﬂoat, regardless of the cost.
Although this ﬁctional world
carries higher stakes than what is
seen in the real world, the
manifestations of this fabricated
universe can be linked to the daily
lives of regular people. The
mindset many people have when
given a task is that success is the
only path towards happiness. They
have hope that their hard work will
pay off and that everything will
work out. However, the lingering
possibility of failure can cause
others to feel despair when this
task is brought to their attention.
The idea that everything could
come crashing down and that all
their effort could amount to
nothing is a burden that many
people shoulder throughout their
lives, which stems from the
continuous conditioning placed on
them as they grow older. To be
happy is to succeed, to be hopeful,
and to have something to look
forward to. To fail is to lose
everything and fall into despair.
The same principles are shown in
Danganronpa, albeit in a more
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intense setting. With each class
trial comes a risk that relies on how
well the participants can cooperate
in order to ﬁnd and condemn the
killer. It is ironic that the disparity
of the situation they are put into is
also what drives them to seek out
hope and ﬁght to escape the game.
But in the end, the world around
them is in ruins and truly
unrecoverable; the only hope they
can foster is one of uncertainty that
can only bloom in the arms of
solidarity and perseverance. To live
and be happy is to succeed,
whereas to fail and die is to despair.
These
are
the
fundamental
elements to this game and they
represent the standard belief that
people must accomplish their goals
in order to live a worthwhile life.
The conﬂicting themes of hope and
despair
in
the
Danganronpa
franchise translate into the real
world in a variety of ways and have
proven to reside in everyone due to
the smothering mold people are
placed in from birth. This game is a
fair, albeit extreme, representation
of how easy it is to manipulate the
human psyche into turning away
from established beliefs once given
the
incentivizing
reward
of
materialistic
things
and
self-serving
freedom.
The
participants of the killing game
were forced to question and
redeﬁne the meaning of hope and
despair within themselves to break
the murderous cycle and survive.
This parallels the real world: in
order to escape the fear of failure,
society must question and redeﬁne
its own meaning of hope and
despair.
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What do you think is going to
happen? Even if you haven’t
watched the series, you can
recognize the building behind him:
The Louvre. The Louvre is a
museum in Paris, so you would
probably guess that he’s going to
look at art, right? Well, you're
wrong.

Lupin: Steal Some
Time to Watch This Crime!

The Problem With Pandemic Films
Photo Courtesy of Variety
By Natasha Kangrga

No doubt, you’ve heard of the

pandemic ﬁlm, also known as
the genre of ﬁlms about
widespread viruses, plagues,
and
diseases.
Today,
we
associate the pandemic ﬁlm
with COVID-19, and from
March 16th to March 20th,
several pandemic ﬁlms have
found their way into the South
by Southwest (SXSW) Film
Festival. We don’t need them.
When audiences choose to
watch a movie, they hope to
experience something different
from their own reality. A ﬁlm
made during a pandemic about
that same pandemic is not
creative. For example, the
independent ﬁlm, The End of Us,
which premiered March of this
year, is about a couple (Ben
Coleman, Ali Vingiano) overdue
for a breakup. However, before
they can officially call things
off,
California
issues
a
stay-at-home-order, so the
new exes are forced to stay
together. To be fair, this could
be an interesting concept, but
because it was ﬁlmed and
released during the pandemic,
it’s too much like real life. What
audiences
want
during
challenging times is to escape not a reminder of their actual
life. There are numerous ﬁlms
about couples navigating their
way through relationships, and

throwing COVID-19 into this
cookie-cutter storyline doesn't
make it any more interesting.
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Another problem with these ﬁlms
is that they feel rushed. For
example, take the comedy released
this spring, Recovery, about two
sisters (Mallory Everton and
co-writer Whitney Call) who take a
cross-country road trip to rescue
their
grandmother
from
a
COVID-19 outbreak at her nursing
home. The ﬁlm has neither enough
characters nor backstory, and the

scriptwriter relies too much on
exaggeration in an effort to be
funny. Plus, because Recovery was
ﬁlmed during a pandemic, the
production company had limited
resources and couldn’t realize the
ﬁlm’s full potential.
Finally, the reason why I most
dislike pandemic ﬁlms: who wants
to watch movies about something
that ruined - and continues to ruin
so much for everyone?! COVID-19
has mostly had a negative impact
on society. People have lost jobs,
lost opportunities to see each
other, and many have even lost
friends and family members.
Watching ﬁlms that are making a
joke of the situation we are in, at
least while we’re still in the
pandemic, is immature and may
only make people feel worse. It
seems as if writers and directors
are taking advantage of real life
events to turn them into some
cheesy comedy while people all
over the world are still losing close
friends and family to this virus.
This is not the pandemic ﬁlm’s
time. Can you imagine people
during World War ll rushing to a
cinema to watch a movie about
suffering in a war? No, I don’t
think so. The day we all feel safe
attending a 1st of July celebration
or
brushing
shoulders
with
someone at the CNE will be the
pandemic ﬁlm’s time.

By Natasha Kangrga

At

sixteen years old, Assane
Diop loses his father to an
unjust accusation. Now he has
one thing left of him: the novel
Arsène
Lupin,
Gentleman
Burglar.
25
years
later,
gentleman thief Assane Diop
prowls the streets of Paris
committing elegant crimes
using this novel as inspiration
to avenge his dead father.
Lupin is a Netﬂix Original
French
adventure/thriller
series. It is loosely based on the
french novel series Arsène
Lupin, Gentleman Burglar by
Maurice Leblanc. I will be
reviewing part one as part two
is due to be released this
summer.
This addictive series revolves
around Assane Diop, a man who
lives in Paris and portrays his
life as a father and divorcé, but
he is far from ordinary.
When Assane was 14, his father
got a job as a chauffeur for
Hubert Pellegrini, a powerful
businessman and one of the
richest men in France. When a
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diamond
necklace,
originally
belonging to Marie Antoinette, was
stolen from Mr. Pellegrini’s safe,
he immediately blamed it on
Babakar, Assane’s father. Babakar
was sent to prison, where he
commit suicide.
Assane knows his father would
never have stolen the necklace. He
begins to form a plan to get
revenge on Mr Pellegrini, and later
on he ﬁnds out the real truth about
the necklace. This show is packed
with twists and turns, plans and
thefts, surprises and anticipation,
and so much more - but you must
watch it for yourself to discover the
rest!
Lupin is a captivating series that
will keep you on your toes. Let me
share some of my favourite parts:
The ﬁrst aspect I enjoyed about
this series was the suspense and
the way it’s ﬁlmed. I loved the
feeling of starting a new episode
and having no clue what was about
to happen!
For example, take a look at this
scene:

So now you can see my point - you
don’t know what’s going to
happen. But you can’t just have
“suspense”. You need things to
make something “suspenseful”,
and this series takes advantage of
that as well: music, shots, lighting,
facial
expressions,
conﬂicts,
secrets - they all contribute to it! In
the end, everything comes together
for that moment where you are in
shock.
Another aspect I thought was
amusing were the ﬂashbacks.
Constantly throughout the series,
ﬂashbacks were shown with the
purpose of informing the viewers
about the past and how it affected
the future, but I personally enjoyed
just learning about the characters. I
liked
comparing
characters'
relationships and understanding
where things went wrong or how
characters acted when they were
young compared to when they got
older.
The ﬁnal aspect - and my favourite
aspect - of this show was the way
the writers continually laid clues
throughout the series for the
viewers to keep an eye out for. You
had
to
listen
carefully
to
conversations characters had, or
watch their actions because they all
had meaning. For example, Assane
is always planning something, and
you may ﬁnd yourself getting a
little annoyed or thinking “this
doesn’t make sense!” - but be
patient and keep watching. Listen
to small details and think about
names and spelling.
Lupin is a compelling, clever, and
puzzling show, but obviously not
perfect. The most obvious problem
is how the series can be unrealistic.
Events that take place can leave
you in confusion and don’t always
make the most sense - but this is a
common problem amongst many
other ﬁlms and series, especially in
genres involving theft or crime.
I highly recommend Lupin to
anyone because it is deﬁnitely
worth your while. If you are a fan of
the Oceans franchise or the ﬁlm
The Thomas Crown Affair - this
series is made for you!
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Album Review: Sour - Olivia Rodrigo
By Ben King

Short

n’ sweet would have
been a more appropriate title
for Olivia Rodrigo’s album, but
Sour, the debut LP by the
18-year-old
singer,
is
nevertheless a commendable
ﬁrst effort. Released on May 21,
2021, the album was preceded
by three excellent singles, with
Drivers License, the lead,
becoming an unexpected smash
hit that served to further the
anticipation for the album.
Coming in at only 35 minutes
with 11 tracks, Rodrigo wastes
no time detailing her feelings,
thoughts, and emotions on the
limited tracklist. Sour is a
scathing, poignant record that
blends sounds to create a
project that is able to stand on
its own.
Rodrigo described Sour as a
“super versatile” body of work
that encompasses a pop, rock,
and alternative hybrid sound,
citing inﬂuences from Taylor
Swift and Alanis Morissette.
Her SNL debut consisted of
singles Drivers License, a soapy
ballad, and Good 4 u, a
clobbering
pop-rock
track,
which aimed to highlight
Rodrigo’s diversity. Rodrigo’s
vision for the album was to
write a record based on the
“sour” emotions young women
are often shamed for, like
anger, jealousy, and sadness.
The album bounces from
thrashing
drums
to
melancholic guitar effortlessly,
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with the lyrics pertaining to
heartbreak,
anipulation,
revenge, and centers around
Rodrigo’s experience as a teenager.

The record is unabashedly
teenage - Rodrigo doesn’t try to
emulate any “adult” sounds or
lyrics, which leads for a
disarmingly honest body of
work.
Brutal is a ﬁery, bombastic track
that is reminiscent of early 2000’s
Avril Lavigne, with a revamped
sound. The track starts out with an
orchestral, nearly ominous, string
quartet, before smashing into
pulsating guitars accompanied by
Rodrigo’s angsty vocals. Olivia
Rodrigo is making the music that
Disney stars à la Miley Cyrus
always wanted to make, but were
held back by Disney. This is why it
may have been jarring to hear
Rodrigo drop the f-bomb not even
a minute into the intro track, as
Rodrigo is still very much a part of
that family. It’s fascinating to see
just how much attitudes have
changed over the course of the 21st
century.
Deja Vu, the album highlight, is a
masterfully crafted track that deals
with the anger and bitter sweet
sentiments
which
go
hand-in-hand with a breakup. The
song starts out with a gentle,
lulling portrayal of the honeymoon

stage of a relationship, but
gradually spirals into a portrait of
stinging remarks and venom-ﬁlled
declarations.
“You’re
trading
jackets like we used to/yeah
everything is all reused,” Rodrigo
belts in the bridge, voicing her
frustrations about only being a
subtle memory to her ex. The
production
from
Dan
Nigro
elevates the track in just the right
places, with hidden vocals and
ice-cream truck bells strewn
throughout the cathartic anthem.
Other standouts include Traitor, an
emotionally charged ballad where
Rodrigo’s full vocal potential is
reached, and Hope Ur Ok, an
ethereal ode to misﬁts and
conﬁdants alike. Vulnerability is
dealt in spades within these
highlights, which allows for a
genuine connection to the music.
Rodrigo is able to utilize her voice
for maximum effect, and spits out
gut-wrenching lyrics in a lethal
fashion. Time will only grow these
talents, with promise for an
exciting future ahead for the
American singer.
Sour isn’t a perfect album by any
stretch of the imagination. The
album starts to drag on near the
end, which doesn’t bode well for an
album that barely reaches the 30
minute mark, while the stripped
back, acoustic tracks tend to lose
their distinction among the 11
tracks. Nevertheless, Sour proves
that Olivia Rodrigo is here to stay which is certainly sweet news to
celebrate.

Having been heavily against
conformity and the norms of
society and the law, Rex and Rose
Mary often acted very irresponsibly
towards their children, such as the
time that they “busted” the
seriously
injured
3-year-old
Jeannette out of the hospital during
her recovery “Rex
Walls style”, sneaking her out
before the end of her treatment to
avoid paying her bill. Another
example is the days that the
children would go without eating
because Rex would continuously
fritter away paychecks on trips to
the local bar.

Book Review:
The Glass Castle
By Ana Downes

“The Glass Castle”, originally

published in 2005, is a deeply
moving and poignant memoir
about the life of American
author and journalist Jeannette
Walls. It is one of my top-three
favourite books of all time.
Beginning with Jeannette’s
earliest memory from when she
caught herself on ﬁre while
boiling hot dogs alone at
3-years old, to one of her
recounting the story of seeing
her mother scavenging through
a dumpster in New York City,
“The Glass Castle” is a tale of a
broken childhood and fractured
family with a message of hope,
ambition, love, self-sufficiency
and forgiveness.
Walls’ writing style throughout
the memoir is consistent and
gripping. She is particularly
excellent at pulling readers into
her story. Throughout the book,
you feel as though you are
witnessing,
or
even
experiencing what Jeannette
went through. This can be
credited to her very expressive
style, often using multiple
adjectives
and
strong
descriptions to paint a vivid
picture of each memory and
event.
Walls also incorporates a lot of
her thoughts, emotions and
symbolism
into
the
descriptions to draw readers in
further. Important symbolism
includes ﬁre, as well as stars.
Fire is a consistent theme
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throughout the memoir and
symbolizes
Jeannette’s
allure
tochaos and her attempt to control
the things that frighten her. The
stars
symbolize
Jeannette’s
connection with her family (her
father in particular) as well as her
impoverished childhood.
The symbolism of the “Glass
Castle”
in
particular
is
simultaneously heart wrenching
and
beautiful.
Throughout
Jeannette’s difficult and unstable
childhood,
one
thing
stayed
consistent - her father’s deep love
for her. Her father’s promise to
build the two of them a glorious
castle made fully out of glass was a
beacon of hope and possibility for
Jeannette, as well as a tangible
symbol of her father’s love and
devotion to her and their family. As
Jeannette grew older, the glass
castle began to symbolically shift
into an emblem of lost dreams and
her father’s broken promises.
Jeannette’s parents, Rex and Rose
Mary were unreliable, neglectful
and
extremely
dysfunctional
parents. Jeannette and her siblings
Lori, Brian and eventually Maureen
were forced to fend for themselves
and raise each other ever since they
were little. Rex, an entrepreneur
and
raging
alcoholic,
cared
immensely about his children
deep-down but wasn’t very good at
showing it. Growing up, Rex often
had the family moving frantically
from place to place, avoiding
creditors who were after him. He
called this “doing the skedaddle”.

There is a chain of abuse that
becomes visible once the children
meet their grandmother, who is an
evil woman and most likely the
root of their father’s deep
psychological wounds. The mother
is, at her core, a husk of a woman
who is also emotionally damaged,
resulting in her selﬁsh behaviour
and inability to advocate for
anyone, including the children.
This memoir was heartbreaking to
read, but also deeply inspiring as it
details Jeannette’s success in all
aspects of her life despite her
origin and tragic past. Her
soul-baring and descriptive style,
along with her incredible life story
make for a touching memoir.
I would recommend “The Glass
Castle” to anyone as it is an
absolutely
fantastic
and
thought-provoking
book
that
opens your eyes up to the
unfortunate circumstances some
people experience. However, as a
disclaimer, this book contains
some rather distressing subjects
and material. I ﬁrst read this
memoir as a 13-year-old, and I
would recommend that it only be
read by people over 13.
Rating - 5 / 5
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television and were ﬁnally would
stay and do that on their own but,
because no one was allowed to
interact with anyone outside of
their house, tv watching soon
became a family affair. Everyone
gravitated to the living room to dip
into that new season of Schitt’s
Creek or to watch the newest
Netﬂix Original series.

Television
And The Pandemic
By Katherine Hunt

Why Wandavision Works
By Ben King

If you’ve been on the Internet

these past few weeks, chances
are that you’ve heard of Marvel
Studios’ new series, titled
WandaVision. WandaVision rings
in the start of Phase 4 of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, and
there could not have been a
better project to kick off this
new era for Marvel Studios. The
series stars Elizabeth Olsen and
Paul
Bettany
as
Wanda
Maximoff (also known as
Scarlet Witch, in the comics)
and
the
Vision,
two
superpowered beings who are
living their ideal life in suburbia
- but everything is certainly not
as it seems. (SPOILERS AHEAD)
WandaVision is a must-watch,
as this is by far and away the
most creative Marvel Studios
has ever been. The series starts
with a recreation of a classic
50’s sitcom, The Dick Van Dyke
Show, and as each episode
moves along, so does the
sitcom generation: the ’60s is
Bewitched, the ’70s is the Brady
Bunch, and so forth. As the
series progresses, we start to
witness what is outside of this
mysterious sitcom bubble - and
it’s
a
massive
military
organization hell-bent on

Television has changed a lot
Photo Courtesy of Marvel Studios

shutting this world down. The
point-of-view swaps from your
classic sitcom to your expected
MCU
content,
providing
a
completely
unique
viewing
experience.
Throughout
the
numerous
episodes, the audience starts to get
an inkling that things are not what
they seem - there are tense, nearly
horror-like moments carefully
placed for maximum effect. This
show changes on a dime; one
moment
you’re
watching
a
delightfully relaxed sitcom, and the
next you’re watching a full-on
military base assembling to stop
this
anomaly.
The
standout
moments from the show are when
Wanda has to break character and
keep her perfect world intact.
These moments are horrifying, but
there's also a steady undercurrent
of sadness that runs through these
scenes. Wanda is so grief-stricken
at the loss of her love, Vision, she
will do whatever it takes to keep
him close to her. Marvel has never
had the time to develop characters
in this way, which makes this
series even more of a treat.
Elizabeth
Olsen
has
been
absolutely phenomenal throughout
each episode. She has perfectly
captured the essence of each
sitcom decade with ease and

is able to transition between tones
effortlessly. Her range as an actress
is incredible, and WandaVision
would not have been able to
replicate such speciﬁed sitcoms as
successfully without her immense
talent.
Another absolute standout is
Kathryn Hahn, who plays Agnes,
a.k.a. Agatha Harkness. Hahn’s
performance as the nosy neighbour
has left everyone craving more,
and with episode 7’s reveal, it
seems like we will be getting a
whole lot more of her in the last
two episodes. Hahn has delivered a
knockout performance, and I can’t
wait to see where her character
goes in the future of the MCU.
From the acting to the set design,
the production, and the mystery,
WandaVision has excelled in pretty
much
everything
you
could
possibly imagine in a supernatural
television show.
As of writing this, WandaVision
only has two episodes left to
answer a whole boatload of
questions. These last two episodes
are sure to reveal more than the
entire series has given us so far and I can’t wait to see how the
whole story unfolds.

since its invention in the 1950s.
It’s
transitioned
through
technological changes of the
times; going from black and
white to colour, and from a big
box that sat on the ﬂoor to a
ﬂat-screen that we hang on our
walls. The technology is not the
only thing that’s evolved,
however, with the invention of
streaming services like Netﬂix
and Amazon the way we watch
television
has
been
fundamentally changed.
In the 1970s, watching tv was a
social and scheduled thing. If
my mom wanted to watch the
new episode of M*A*S*H, she’d
have to wait around until
Sunday at 8:00 pm. When the
time ﬁnally came, her entire
family would crowd around
their little tv set, turn the dial to
CBS (one of the two channels),
and wait for the theme music to
come out of the little speakers.
When the episode ended, they
had to wait a whole week to see
the next one. But that was
alright because she could spend
the next week sharing thoughts
and opinions about the episode
with friends while standing
around the watercooler.
Nowadays, the experience of
watching TV is a lot different.
There’s no delayed gratiﬁcation
– want to watch a show – no
problem – you can watch every
episode of every season,
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whenever you want. I can watch
seasons upon seasons of Grey’s
Anatomy in my bed, only having to
wait seconds before the next
episode plays. All of this is
happening while my sister is
watching something else in her
room, and my parents are watching
something
else
downstairs.
Additionally, because of the sheer
amount of shows and services, it is
almost impossible to talk about
what you’re watching and be sure
your friends have seen it.
The 21st Century has changed tv
from a social activity into a solitary
one. We’ve replaced appointment
television
with
hours
of
binge-watching, and water cooler
talks with social media rants. For a
while it seemed like TV was
destined to remain a solitary
activity, but the pandemic has
changed that.
When the coronavirus pandemic
began in March, the world was
forced apart. Due to restrictions
and health and safety guidelines,
people were no longer allowed to
see their friends and family. Going
out to restaurants or old hangouts
became out of the question, and
everyone was relegated to their
house for months. Despite the
distance, people found something
to bring them together. That’s
right, television.
With hours on our hands and
nothing to do, Netﬂix soon became
everybody’s best friend. People
were consuming years worth of

When the harshest of lockdowns
were lifted, everyone emerged
from
their
houses
and
binge-watching patterns; eager to
get back to socialising and safely
hanging out with friends. However,
this presented another challenge.
The
most
frequently
asked
question
upon
engaging
in
backyard
socially-distanced
hangouts turned out to be, “so,
what have you been doing?”
Reluctantly, people began sharing
their tales of holing up in their
basement to ﬁnish seasons of new
shows in just a few days. Instead of
being met with harsh judgement or
exasperation, people responded
with enthusiasm; excitedly sharing
the shows they managed to comb
through
during
their
own
quarantine.
Suddenly, it seemed like there was
a whole network of people
dedicated
to
sharing
their
television experiences. Zoom calls
were dedicated to exchanging
television shows, and discussing
the ones already seen. Movie and
TV nights were organized for
season ﬁnales; people watching
together over Zoom or Discord and
from the comfort of their own bed.
Something that had become a
solitary thing, became one of the
main things keeping us social.
Now, when I think of TV, one of the
ﬁrst things that pops into my head
is my movie nights with friends.
The time I have spent with my
family watching old favourites like
The West Wing. The conversations
that have been sparked due to a
weird opinion of an episode. I think
of TV in the way my mom thought
of it, as a social thing.
This pandemic may have forced us
apart physically but we all stuck
together socially, and TV was a big
part of the glue that held us
together. It has once again become
a social activity, something we can
share with friends and family. And,
I hope that, when we all go back to
our normal lives free of forced
isolation, it stays that way.
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65 Things to Appreciate Now
and Look Forward to Later
By Ana Downes

It is undeniable that this year has been difficult. Throughout the course of the pandemic, we have been
tested on our resilience and our ability to stay optimistic despite bleak circumstances.

It is important to remember, however, that this is temporary. To veer away from all of the negativity we
have been experiencing, I have compiled a list of 65 things to appreciate now and look forward to when
normal life returns - one reason for every week we have spent in quarantine.

Collage by Alessia Sciardi
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Spring Fashion Trends 2021
By Imani King

Sunshine, ﬂowers, and allergy

season...it’s ﬁnally arrived! At
last, the snow has melted and
the bitter Canadian winds have
eased. Lucky for us, this doesn't
just mean that the weather is
evolving, but the fashion world
too! No further shall we bury
our shorts in our drawers, as
the time to be outdoors has
ﬁnally come! Before I get
started, don’t forget that this
guide is only there to help give
you an idea of what’s popular.
Never forget to be you in your
own style! Now let's roll right
into it.
I’m going to start off with a
trend that is a personal
favourite:
button-downs.
Canadian springs have a very
wide weather scale, as we all
know.
Monday
could
be
twenty-six degrees Celcius,
while the next can be eleven.
This makes button-downs such
an essential! They provide
comfort, succour while exposed
to the wind, and of course, a
major style upgrade. What
makes the items even better, is
that they come in such a wide
variety of designs and styles.
They come with short-sleeves,
long-sleeves, patterns, and (the
most popular version this year)
oversized. A popular way to
style it (as seen on various
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fashion icons, like Bella Hadid) is
over a tank and with some jean
shorts. If you’re feeling dressy, you
can even pair it with a corset top
(hold onto that thought!) or some
straight-leg pants. So next time
you’re scrambling around trying to
ﬁgure out what to wear, pull out a
button-up to elevate your outﬁt
with the freedom to completely
make it your own!

that is quickly spreading across the
globe.
And lastly, one that I’m sure you’re
all at least a little familiar with:
corset tops. These have been going
crazy all over Tik Tok, fashion
week, and social media. Now,
obviously, corsets were worn more
so throughout the 1500s-1800s and
over the renaissance era, but they
are making a surprising and
gorgeous comeback this year!
They’ve become incredibly popular
incredibly quickly, and they’re
being sported everywhere! But why
the sudden interstate in a vintage
undergarment? Well, because the
corset is so very versatile! Dress it
up with satin, or down with mom
jeans, you can really do whatever
you’d like with it. With different
colours, patterns, fabrics, etc., you
have complete creative power!
And that wraps some of Spring's
hottest fashion trends! From
colours to corsets, this season is
really all about you! Wear whatever
makes you feel comfortable, and
always remember to dress like no
one’s watching! I hope you’ve
found this guide helpful, and can’t
wait to see what’s next in the world
of fashion!
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Next up, we have probably the
most exciting trend, colours! Let's
be real. Quarantine has got
everyone feeling pretty down
lately, and I for one would
deﬁnitely not be into wearing greys
and navys this time around. Well,
fortunately, Spring 2021 has other
plans! Paris’s 2021 fashion week
had a ton of highlights and
mind-blowing looks, but a trend
that was consistent throughout the
whole event was bright colours!
Designers and brands like Celine
(frequently worn by Hailey Bieber,
as seen through Vogue), Raf ,
Simons, Lacoste, Louis Vuitton,
Stella McCartney and so many
more were found dressing their
models in a ton of light and bright
looks! It’s fun, it's beautiful, it’s
simple, and it’s deﬁnitely a trend

Rom-Com Recommendations
Photo Courtesy of The Gavel
By Saﬁa Osoble

What

is

a

rom-com?
Rom-com is a genre of
light-hearted stories which
blend romance and comedy.
Personally, I enjoy watching
rom-coms. In fact, it is one of
my all-time favorite genres. So,
here are some of my top picks.

5. 27 Dresses 4/5

3. Crazy Rich Asians 5/5

After serving as a bridesmaid 27
times, Jane (Katherine Heigl) is
shocked when her younger
sister
announces
her
engagement to the man she
loves. Meanwhile, she also
meets a cynical journalist with
a hidden agenda. This movie
has a very creative plot, being a
bridesmaid 27 times is simply
unheard of. Also, will Jane stay
stuck in the past by being in
love with her sister’s lover, or
will she ﬁnd new love with the
journalist? This movie is one of
the
ﬁrst
rom-coms
I’ve
watched, so it will always be an
entertaining one.

Rachel
(Constance
Wu),
a
professor, dates a man named Nick
(Henry Golding) and looks forward
to meeting his family. However,
she is shaken up when she learns
that Nick belongs to one of the
richest families in the country.
There are close to no words that
can possibly describe just how
much I love this movie. The
chemistry between the lead actors
is indisputable. This movie really
makes you feel like you're a rich
person who lives in Singapore, and
you can experience the lavish
lifestyle just like Rachel and Nick.
The styling is truly extravagant and
the love story is a million times
better. This movie is so sweet and a
must watch for me

4. Sixteen Candles 4.5/5
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ignore her and the answers she
wrote for a private quiz end up in
the wrong hands. This highschool
drama involves a love-triangle.
Samantha is into the older boy Jake
(Michael Schoeffling) but the only
boy in school who likes her is nerdy
Ted (Anthony Michael Hall). This
movie is a must watch if you enjoy
watching high school rom-coms
with a relatable plot.

Samantha (Molly Ringwald)
faces a lot of embarrassment on
her sixteenth birthday when
her parents conveniently

2. Clueless 5/5
Cher (Alicia Silverstone) is a rich
high school student who is
learning to cope with adolescence

and its problems. She also helps a
new student gain popularity
(makeover) and in the process
discovers her own feelings. This
movie is a fantastic high school
rom-com. The main character
plays her role so well, that the
audience can feel like they’re living
her life as well. I’ve watched this
movie on countless occasions
because everytime you watch it,
you can feel a new experience. This
movie is iconic for a reason, so
make sure you watch it if you
haven't already.

1.
Confessions
Shopaholic ∞/5

of

a

Rebecca Bloomwood (Isla Fisher) is
addicted to shopping and accepts a
job as a ﬁnance columnist to be
able to pay a huge debt. Amidst the
struggle, she ﬁnds herself falling in
love with a wealthy entrepreneur
while avoiding the debt collector.
This is absolutely my favorite
rom-com movie of all time.
Rebecca Bloomwood’s addiction to
fashion and shopping is a very
relatable pastime. As the movie
goes on, Rebecca not only grows as
a person, she curbs the addiction.
This
is
a
truly
amazing
light-hearted ﬁlm that I can't get
enough of!
P.S. I’m so obsessed with this ﬁlm
that I bought my own copy from VV
so I can watch a million times
more! <3
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The Girl and The Wind
By Abigail Marshall
She felt her eyes open, but she could not see. She knew her eyes were open
because she could feel a slight breeze trying to force them closed. Her eyes were
open, yet she could not see. Not the soft white light of nighttime and not the
harsh glaring light of daytime. She could not see at all. It was complete darkness
all around her. She turned her head. She could not hear. Not her hair moving
against the soft grass, not the birds that she knew were chirping because they
were always chirping. Always chirping. Always.
She cried for help. She did not know this because she could not hear, but her voice
was not a voice. It was just silence. Nothing. What was she without her voice? She
could do nothing but move her ﬁngers along the ﬁeld of grass and ﬂowers in
which she was lying. She could do nothing but cry soundlessly, feel the tears
streaming down her cheeks. She could do nothing but yell as loud as she could
without making a sound. All the while she could feel gentle breezes ruffling her
hair, caressing her cheeks, trying to dry her tears.
She stood up and ran. She thought she was running. She felt the ground hitting
her feet and the wind rushing faster and faster against her, pushing her back.
Back to the ground. Back to safety. Back to the comfort of the grass and the tears
and the silent sobs. The wind was her friend. He had been a good friend. A strong
and constant friend for her to rely on. But now he was denying her wishes.
Denying her right. Her right to run and to pant and sweat. That is what she
wanted, to feel her body giving way and collapsing. Knowing she had done all she
could to escape this hell on earth.

Orange by Jessie Chen

It was a dream. She wanted to believe it was a dream. That she would open her
eyes and she would see the soft white light of night-time or the harsh, glaring
light of daytime. That she would turn her head and hear her hair against the
grass. Hear the birds that were chirping. Always chirping. Always. She would feel
her friend the wind and they would play their games and someone, anyone,
would be able to hear her voice. But something about the running and panting
and sweating seemed so absurdly real and overwhelming. It could not possibly be
something she had created deep in the subconscious of her mind.
Her dress ripped to shreds as she ran into bushes and rocks. She ran until she felt
an edge. Where there once was ground, there was no more. She could feel the
wind pushing her away from it. Pushing and pushing but never being gentle with
her. Never asking why she felt drawn to the edge. He tried to stop her. The wind.
But not even he, her dearest friend, could hold her back as she felt the certain
death beyond the cliff. Beyond the ground, beyond the earth. Beyond life. Finally,
she pushed hard enough against the wind that he conceded. He watched as his
oldest and closest friend jumped off into the great beyond and knew she would
never return to him. Not her eyes, bright and sparkling, not her ears, small and
perfect, or her voice, joyful and full of life. They both knew it was over, and yet
not one of them regretted a thing. Not a thing as she crashed into the dark
unknown. Her wild and untameable self, relieved that it was ﬁnally over, and he,
silent and stoic and solid as he turned away, unable to accept that this is the end.

Hands Off My Hijab! by Salma Osoble
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Photo Series - Moment by Moment
By Amnah Jaber
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Idealize
By Jasmine Miljure
A frigid breeze twists through the room
Papers ﬂuttering around like butterﬂies
The ﬁre ﬂickers for a moment
Onto the cold stone a spark ﬂies
Rain patters on the windowsill
And upon entry it all quickly dries
A girl is sitting in the seat closest to the ﬁreplace
Spring break means she has nothing to agonize
She was reading her favourite book
After many years it still mystiﬁes
The crinkled pages and broken spine
Made it easier to familiarize
She doesn't remember where she got it
And it hasn’t changed since it ﬁrst met her eyes
She loved it so much that adoration clung to the pages
Like how the soft smell of perfume on clothing lies
She didn't mean to fall asleep while she was reading
But the rain and ﬁre sung their lullabies
Guiding her into a peaceful slumber
From which she wouldn’t wake until sunrise
The book will still be there when she gets up
She has time to further fantasize
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It's What's Theirs.

Okay

By Shelley Debartolo Campos

By Shabahat-Noor Husnain
Invalidating emotion
In my mind raising commotion
Only relative to how they feel
Irrelevant to how I heal
They imposed on my well-being
And everything I was seeing
Am I unbothered or is it repressed?
Always left feeling a little depressed
Possess a wound that I can't repair,
Deep down in my heart somewhere
Can't cry, can't frown, can't scream
Pretending it to be a dream
"Tears only make your face wetter"
Telling yourself things will get better
I'm not quiet they're threatening
The lack of change is deafening
My thoughts won't end
Against them I can't defend
This place I can't stay
But if you ask me how I am,
I'll say I'm okay

Longing by Christina Dinh

The compacted,
Yet voluminous darkness squeezing in molds of dainty backyard
ﬂowers
Plastered amongst the White, red, orange walls
A complexion yet reminding me bittersweetly of our times
running through the museum exhibit
But now it's just "...you" scrawled against the walls
Now a breeding ground of
Obnoxious children screams
Confused of their way around
But today we are now what those kids were
"Where are we headed?" She questioned annoyingly
"We are barefoot and puzzled but the loud NYC streets of
storming fate is bringing me to your warm embrace"
He answered;
While feeling her Versace perfume dance along from the wind
behind
From the direction where his "only one" was coming from
But she still hesitated
To walk next to him

Summer by Mariam Al-Hulaibi

Neighborhood Swing by Mel Jenkins
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Anxiety

Nature Series
The photography team set out to take photos that showcase nature’s
beauty in its different forms.

By Ana Downes
You consume me
You are a darkness of which I can never ﬂee
It seems that everywhere I go
You like to follow me
You envelope my thoughts in fear
In sadness, worry and gloom
Why is it that you make everyday seem
Like a never-ending doom

Left, photo by Mel Jenkins | Right, photo by Tenzing Sungkhor

You are my silent battle
A ﬁght that’s easy to hide
I’ve gotten so good at masking
The storm that erupts inside
You take control of my life
And I feel so helpless
You capitalize on my fears
And feed into my stress
I’m so tired of you taking the joy
From my every day
I’m exhausted from the task
Of keeping you at bay

Photo by Tenzing Sungkhor

But I am stronger
Than you’ll ever be
And I will not let
You consume me

Photo by Rukiya Mohamed

Illustration by Claire Kim

I know you are irrational
But somehow you make me feel
Such a false, distorted sense
Of what is truly real

Photo by Mariam Al-Hulaibi
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The Various Creations
of the Graphic Design Team

Whatever
By Shabahat-Noor Husnain
I'll be your whatever
I'll stay for forever
I'll hold your hand
I'll sit with you on the beach in the sand
I'll keep your secrets
I'll stay through your pain
I'll dance with you in the rain
I'll keep you warm
I'll keep you cool
I'll make you smile and laugh like a fool
I'll pick you up when you fall
I'll listen and answer every time you call
I'll remind you that you're worthy
I'll remind you that you are so rare
I'll always be there
I'll show you what the world could be
I'll do for you what no one ever did for me

By creating posters, banners, and illustrations - our graphic design team plays
an essential role in bringing The Richview Voice to life.

Instagram Profile Pictures
Angel Newspaper Boy by Claire Kim
Spring Edition by Claire Kim
Asian Heritage Month Edition by Sh’rye Johnson

The Richview Voice Banner - Spring Edition by Sh’rye Johnson

The Bench by Lia Marchione

The Richview Voice Banner - Asian Heritage Month Edition by Claire Kim
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The Richview Voice is always looking for new writers and artists.
Join us! Google Classroom Code: zi2iunx

Contact Us
@richviewvoice
richviewvoice@gmail.com
Visit our website at https://richviewvoice.com/
where we publish articles every Thursday

